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Let N be a real normed space. For y  EN and k E (0, l), let 
Sk(y) = {x E N I /I x II G h /I 32 - Y I!>. (1) 
In general S,(y) is not a convex set. 
LEMMA. For all k E (0, l), ally in N, the set S,(y) is closed, bounded and 
star-shaped with respect to the origin. 
Proof. The continuity of the norm and the < sign in (1) imply that 
S,(y) is closed. By the triangle inequality 
so that one has the bound: 
The origin always belongs to S,(y). I f  x E S,(y) and 0 < 0 < 1 then 
II ox II = II * II - (1 - 0) II x II < II x II - 41 - f’) I! x !I 
< k II x - Y II - 41 - 4 II x II 
= [I k(6x - y) + k(1 - 0) x j/ - k(l - 0) /I x 11 
G k II ox - y !I 3 
which shows that 0x E S,(y), completing the proof. 
Let N* be another real normed space and (-, .) a bilinear function 
N*xN-+R. 
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DEFINITION. The spaces N, N* are in simple duality with respect to (*;) 
when the two following relations hold for all x E N, x* E N*: 
II x II = ,,;=& <y*, x>; (3) 
II x* II = ,v, <x*,Y)- (4) 
In other words N* may be considered as a norm-determining subspace of 
the norm-dual of N and vice versa. 
For K E (0, l), y* EN* define 
&*(y*) = {x* EN* 1 Ij x* I/ < k 1) x* -y* II}. 
THEOREM. If N, N* are in simple duality with respect to (a, a) then 
stPKY*> x> I x E Sk(Y)1 = st*PKx*, Y> I x* E &*(Y*)) 
for ally EN, y* EN*, R E (0, 1). 
Proof. Fory, FEN, Ilnll = 1, KE(O, 1) define 
M,(y, 4 = sqJ{~ I h 2 0, h < h II h - y lb 
By (2) one has 
0 < mc(Y, 4 < 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
By the lemma, the intersection of the closed, bounded set S,(y) with the ray 
{An I h > 0} is closed, bounded, and contains the origin. Hence the sup in (7) 
is a maximum, that is 
MdY, 4 8, E&(Y) (9) 
and 
WAY, 4 = h II J&c(Y9 4 n - Y II * 
Now for any z* E N* one has by (4) 
i;f{ll z* Jj - <.z*, n) I II n 11 = l} = 0. 
In view of (8) this may be written 
i$(lM,(y, 4 (II x* II - <z*, n>) I II fi II = 11 = 0 
(10) 
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and by (10) 
By (9) the set D = {M,(y, n) n 1 (1 n II = 1) is a subset of S,(y), and (11) 
may be written 
i’jff(K /I x - y  II /I z* 11 - <z*, x) 1 x E D} = 0. (12) 
But for all x in S,(y) one has 
<x*3 x> G II z* II II x II G k II x - Y II . II z* II 
and this, together with (12) implies 
i;f{k II x -y II * II x* II - (z*, x> I x E &(y)Z = 0. (13) 
For all x* in S,*(y*) and all x in S,(y) one has 
<x*7 Y - x> G II x - Y II I/ x* II G k II * - Y II II x* - Y* II 
which may be written as 
(x*, Y> < <Y*> x> + Ck II z* II II x -Y II - <z*, +I 
with z* = y* - x*. 
(14) 
Since the left side of (14) is independent of x it is bounded by the infimum 
of the right side over all x in S,(y) which, in turn, is bounded by the sum 
of the supremum of the first term and the infimum of the second term. Hence 
The last term vanishes by (13). Taking the supremum over x* in S,*(y*) 
gives 
x*;;jy*, w, Y> G x~s”~y, (Y*? x>* 
h 
A symmetric argument yields the reverse inequality, completing the proof 
of the theorem. 
For related results see S.I.A.M. JZ. Control, 8 (1970), 55-89. 
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